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Abstract
This report describes a bachelor thesis in computer science performed at the system department
within the product development unit for GSM (Global System for Mobile communication) at
Ericsson in Linköping.
GSM can be considered a mature technology but it is still updated with new features on a regular
basis. This requires that the technology also continuously is being tested. One technique that is
used to perform quality tests is called PESQ (Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality). PESQ is
a standardized algorithm to perform speech quality tests; it gives a score based on how a human
would percept speech quality.
The purpose of this thesis was to enhance the speech quality analysis process used when testing
the GSM network. One goal was to analyze if it was possible to record and inject sound into a
phone call and verify the possibility to execute the PESQ algorithm using a smartphone. Another
goal was to develop a smartphone application to perform the described tasks.
In order to do so an application for Android was developed. The development process included
an investigation whether the Android platform supplies the functionality required. The investigation showed that no general solution for recording and injecting audio into a phone call could be
found. Recording was possible on some smartphones, but the characteristics of the recorded
audio were not as desired. No solution for injecting audio into a phone call could be found for
any of the tested smartphones.
However, even though no solution for recording and injecting was found, an application was
developed. The application was decided to be more of a proof of concept on how an application
of this kind would work. It would also be a good foundation for future development. Suggested
future work in order to integrate the application into the existing testing environment is to find
alternative solutions for recording and injecting, maybe with the help of smartphone manufacturers.
Keywords: GSM, Speech Quality, PESQ, smartphone, Android, test
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1. Introduction
1.1

Background

Ericsson is a company, working in the industry of telecommunication. This thesis has been
performed at the system department within the product development unit for GSM (PDU
GSM), where some people work with speech quality in the GSM network.
Even though GSM today can be considered a mature technology it is still of great importance
to the world. The technology is still in development and updated with new features on a regular basis, and it is necessary to continuously perform quality tests.
One example of such testing is the usage of PESQ (Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality).
PESQ is a speech evaluation technique that tries to give a score based on how a human would
perceive the speech quality. Read more about PESQ in chapter 3.1.
Today the process of doing a PESQ evaluation contains a number of manual steps; this implies that it would be time consuming to perform speech quality analysis on a larger scale. If
these manual steps could be automated and combined into a smartphone application this
would ease the PESQ evaluation process.

1.2

Purpose

The purpose of this thesis was to improve the speech quality test process. The following paragraph is extracted from the original problem description provided by Ericsson.
Analyze if existing smart phones could be used to send, receive speech and calculate
the speech quality. Analyze how the speech quality analysis if needed could be made
less complex to fit as a mobile application. If the analysis shows that it is possible to
use smart phones for speech quality measurements develop a mobile application that
send, receive speech and calculates the speech quality using PESQ.
From this quotation two goals can be deduced:

1.3



Analyze if it is possible to record and inject sound into a phone call and if it is
possible to calculate the speech quality on a smartphone using PESQ.



Develop a mobile application that can be used to perform PESQ evaluations.

Limitations

There are a number of different smartphone platforms on the market today including Android,
iOS, Windows Phone, Symbian and Blackberry. In this thesis the alternatives discussed were
Android and iOS. From the beginning the opinion was that perhaps at least the analysis stage,
verifying whether the requested functionality is supplied by the platform, should be done on
both Android and iOS in parallel. However, due to a variety of factors, the scope of this thesis
was narrowed down to only address the Android platform. Therefore what is told in this report
is not to be considered applicable on mobile platforms in general.
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1.4

Outline of the report

This report has the following outline:
Chapter 1 Introduction – Introduces the reader to the underlying problem behind this thesis.
Chapter 2 Method – Describes the methodology (Scrum) used during this thesis and the
planning of the work.
Chapter 3 Theory – Gives a background to the main areas that this thesis has covered, which
are PESQ and Android.
Chapter 4 Pre-study – Describes the work in the pre-study of some selected areas which
were predicted to be especially problematic.
Chapter 5 Design and implementation – Describes the work with the design and implementation of the application.
Chapter 6 Testing – Explains how testing has been done during this project, and how this
can be extended for future testing of the application.
Chapter 7 Discussion and conclusions – Discussion about the final result, conclusions that
can be drawn and suggested future work.
Chapter 8 Reflection of the process – Reflections about the usage of Scrum in this thesis.
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2. Method
2.1

Agile development

This thesis was not only about solving the problem described in the introduction chapter; it
was just as much about working with a project of larger extent in a structured way. That is
being able to work like a software engineer in the field of computer science. In the industry
today agile development methodologies are, as time goes, conquering more and more ground.
Agile development methodologies share some core values defined in the agile manifesto and
these are quoted below, see reference [1]
Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
Working software over comprehensive documentation
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
Responding to change over following a plan
Companies are one after another embracing the ideas behind these methodologies and
Ericsson is not an exception. One of the most widely spread agile methodologies is Scrum.
2.1.1
Scrum
Scrum is an agile development methodology where a team with different background and
skills strive to reach a common goal, see reference [2]. A partial goal is decided for a time
frame of two to four weeks, a frame that is referred to as a sprint in Scrum. The product owner
decides which tasks to prioritize in order to achieve the overall goal. What a certain sprint
should consist of is decided by the developers themselves but with the priority taken into
account. To make sure that the process of Scrum is followed and that it is continuously developing to the better is the job of the Scrum Master.
The sprints (iterations) of Scrum are different in length for different teams, but it is recommended that a specific team always uses the same length to be able to review the results of
different sprints, see reference [2]. In short the sprint consists of:


A planning meeting to establish what should be done in the upcoming sprint.



Daily meetings to synchronize the work.



A demo to show what the team has achieved during the sprint.



End meeting for feedback purposes to evolve the process to the better in future
sprints.

As mentioned Scrum consists of three roles (the product owner, team of developers and the
Scrum Master), persons that are outside these categories but still are involved somehow are
called stakeholders, see reference [2]. The opinions of the stakeholders are the foundation for
the decisions the product owner makes regarding priority and actual things that need to be
done. These things make up what is called the product backlog and can be considered to be
the to-do list of the project. In this thesis the product backlog will consist of what from now
on will be referred to as product backlog items (PBIs), which are well defined and focused on
a small task.

3

2.1.2
Adjustments of Scrum for this thesis
A Scrum team normally consists of five to eight persons, but due to the fact that it was only
two people in the team of this thesis some simplifications were made from this idiom, see
reference [2]. E.g. the Scrum Master was a role both took from time to time in order to improve the work of the group during the sprints. It seemed like a good idea to let the supervisor
at Ericsson be the product owner of the application that was intended to be the result of this
thesis.
The reason behind the decision to carry out this thesis using Scrum as the methodology was
based on several things. First of all it was, at the time, in some sense considered to be the new
thing in the industry. So the initial thoughts were to try it out and get some experience during
this thesis and be a little bit more prepared for what seems to be waiting after graduation. Secondly, after a meeting at Ericsson, it became known that PDU GSM had plans to use Scrum in
future. The response to the proposal of using Scrum was that it would also be a good experience for the personnel at Ericsson. With this background the suggestion from Ericsson was
that Scrum should be used. The decision was therefore to use Scrum during this thesis.

2.2

Thesis planning

Before the thesis started a plan was made for how the work should proceed. One period was
reserved in the beginning for general introduction and basic Android studies, and in the end,
time was reserved for writing this report and preparing for the presentation. The time between
these periods was divided into three sprints, each two weeks in length. Figure 1 presents how
the time was distributed. The content planned for each sprint is described more firmly below.

Figure 1 Time schedule

A product backlog was established in order to help the planning of the sprints. This product
backlog was just a simple Excel spreadsheet with a list of PBIs. These PBIs were defined
mostly during the introduction phase when the analysis of the main problem was performed.
However, the list of PBIs was both updated and extended during the whole process as the circumstances changed. In the beginning of each sprint a planning meeting was held where PBIs
were selected for the upcoming sprint.
The first sprint became dedicated to be a pre-study or analysis period. A few tasks were considered to be problematic areas; therefore these were selected for pre-studies during that
sprint. The main questions were whether it was possible to record a call and to inject audio
into a call. More detailed descriptions of theses PBIs and the outcome of these can be read
about in chapter 4.
The plan for the second and third sprint was to build the actual application. It started with designing the software architecture followed by the actual implementation of each module. This
was the largest part of the thesis, and can be read about in chapter 5.
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3. Theory
3.1

Speech quality measurement with software using PESQ

When it comes to telephone communication there is a test method called MOS (Mean Opinion
Score) that can be used to evaluate speech quality. When a MOS test is done a number of
people will listen to two speech samples, one reference sample and one degraded sample (that
is, audio that have been sent through the telephone network), and then give a score between
one and five depending on how good the test person perceives the quality of the degraded
speech sample. The final MOS score for the specific pair of audio samples will then be the
mean value of all the test persons’ score. But due to the fact that it is an expensive method (a
lot of test persons are needed) an automatic method was developed that tries to mimic the
MOS score, and that method is called PESQ (Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality).
PESQ is defined as a standard in the ITU-T (ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector)
recommendation P.862, see reference [3].
According to the official documentation of PESQ the algorithm has been validated in ITU-T
for usage with speech samples with a length in the range of 8 to 12 seconds, see reference [4].
However it is also told in the documentation that the algorithm can be used with samples with
a length up to 30 seconds. Therefore the recommendation from ITU-T is that a sample should
have a length within the range of 8 to 30 seconds.

3.2

PESQ at Ericsson

As previously told, at the department where this thesis was carried out, PESQ is used as a part
of their work to evaluate the speech quality. The way to do this is to inject an audio sample
into a phone call and to record it on the terminating side of the call, and then use the PESQ
algorithm to evaluate how good the quality has been. The injecting and recording is done with
help of equipment that is specifically developed/modified for this purpose. The recorded audio
is later transferred to a PC where the calculation of the PESQ value is done. The idea behind
this thesis was that this process would be easier if the whole process could be done using a
standard smartphone, which would also make it less expensive to perform this kind of tests on
a larger scale.
The audio files that are used in these tests contain a number of recorded phrases that are specifically designed for speech quality measurement purposes. These files are often longer than
the maximum length recommended for the PESQ algorithm, and therefore they need to be
divided into several shorter audio files before the PESQ evaluation is done. The audio files
also contain a synchronization pulse in the beginning, which is used to synchronize the time
base of the reference and recorded file before they are split up. The time base of the file obviously needs to be synchronized so that the same phrases in both files are compared when the
PESQ algorithm is executed.
The synchronization pulse is found by performing cross-correlation with the beginning of the
recording and an audio sample containing nothing but the actual synchronization pulse. Crosscorrelation is a method measuring the similarity of signals. As an example, take a look at the
two signals A and B in figure 2.
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Figure 2 Signal A and B

The measurement is done by shifting signal B from right to left of the signal A. Each sample
is multiplied with the corresponding sample in the other signal at every position after being
shifted. Figure 3 shows the six different positions for signal A and B.

Figure 3 Cross-correlation of A and B

The position with the highest sum of multiplication products is the position where the signals
differs the least. For the example in figure 2 and 3 this position is position number 3.
The position where the recording and the synchronization pulse differs the least is chosen as
origin. When the origin is found the files are divided according to a text file that is defined for
each reference audio file. This file contains the start and stop of each audio fragment (i.e. a
phrase). The division is done with help of this file so that the cut is made in between, and not
in the middle of, the phrases.
The PESQ algorithm is then executed on all audio fragments separately and the average value
of these will be the final PESQ score for the evaluation.

3.3

Android

3.3.1
General
Android is a product of the Open Handset Alliance which is a consortium of 84 companies
working in the industry of mobile technologies, and is developed in the Android Open Source
Project which is led by Google, see reference [5-6]. The project is open source (most of the
code is licensed under Apache Software License 2.0) which among other things mean that the
source code of Android is available for everyone to read, see reference [7].
6

Android is a software stack, seen in figure 4, which provides an operating system, middleware
and a set of core applications (e.g. email client) and it is used for portable devices, primarily
smartphones and tablets, see reference [8]. Android provides an application framework, called
Android SDK (Software Development Kit), which application developers have access to. The
SDK includes beside the APIs themselves important tools, documentation and sample code
for developers to exploit. It also includes some C/C++ libraries which the SDK utilizes. At the
bottom of the software stack, a Linux kernel is found which is responsible for the communication with the hardware of the device.

Figure 4 Android Architecture, see reference [8]

When it comes to application development for Android the preferred approach is to use an
IDE (Integrated Development Environment) called Eclipse together with a plugin called ADT
(Android Development Tools), see reference [9]. Using ADT, some of the tools provided by
the SDK, can be invoked directly inside Eclipse, for example creating Android specific projects and managing AVDs (Android Virtual Devices). An AVD is a simulated real device
used in the debugging process when developing an application. Even though the Eclipse way
of developing is the preferred one, other IDEs or a simple text editor can be used and then
invoking the SDK tools from the command line manually.
Applications for Android are written using the Java language, a language widely known in the
developer community to be platform independent. This has to do with the execution model
used within Java. Source code in Java is written in files with the extension .java, these are
then compiled into .class files, see reference [10]. The content of these .class files are not code
specific to certain a processor, instead it contains so called bytecode. Bytecode is the machine
language of the Java VM (Virtual Machine) which is available on several operating systems.
The result of this is that the same .class files can be executed on all different operating systems for which the Java VM is available. However there is no Java VM to be found in the
Android platform and there is no Java bytecode executed. The Java code is instead compiled
7

and transformed into Dalvik executable files (a format optimized for minimizing memory
footprint), which are executed by the Dalvik VM, the Android equivalent of the Java VM, see
reference [8]. The Dalvik VM has been optimized so a single device is able to run several
VMs efficiently at the same time.
Within Android all applications live in their own “sandbox”, see reference [11]. This has its
base in that Android is a multi-user Linux system where each application is associated with a
certain user id, uniquely assigned by the system. By default every application is executed in
its own Linux process. These processes are isolated from each other using a technique where
every process is executed in separated VMs. A process is started by Android when any of the
applications components has to be executed.
3.3.2
Application components
The Android platform supplies four key components which are the foundation of every
Android application, see reference [11]. These are


Activities,



Services,



Broadcast receivers and



Content providers.

All these components can be an entry point to an application, see reference [11]. Out of these
the first three have been used in the development of the application that is the outcome of this
thesis.
An Activity is a component that represents a single screen as viewed by a user, see reference
[11]. Each Activity is independent of others although a general application consists of several
Activities for the user to interact with.
A Service on the other hand is running in the background, does not provide a user interface
and is suitable for operations that need to be executed during a longer period of time, see reference [11]. It might for example fetch data for an application without restricting a user to
interact with an Activity.
The third of the application components used in this application is Broadcast receivers, which
are responsible to respond to system-wide announcements, see reference [11]. This might be
broadcasts that are sent from the system itself indicating, e.g. that the device is running low on
battery or an application informing about something else. Like the Service, a Broadcast receiver does not provide a user interface. Broadcast receivers are intended to react on some
state and then delegate work, either to a Service or an Activity.
3.3.3
Intents, communication objects in Android
The three above mentioned components are activated using Intents, which is Android language for an asynchronous message, see reference [12]. An Intent describes in an abstract way
an operation which should be performed, it can be thought of as the glue between Activities
since it is mostly used when launching a new Activity. From a programming point of view, it
performs runtime bindings between code of different applications. The content of an Intent are
data of interest to the receiver. Primarily it contains an action and some data which should be
operated on. An Intent can also include an optional component name explicitly informing the
8

system about what component should handle the Intent. If there are no component name supplied the system tries, using other information in the Intent, to find a matching receiver.
3.3.4
Binding mechanism in Android
In Android a Service is referred to as a bound Service if it allows for other components, e.g.
an Activity, to bind to the Service, see reference [13]. Binding implies that the Service accepts
and responds to requests from components, acting server in a client-server interface. When a
component should bind to a Service, the Service supplies an interface to be used for communication.

9
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4. Pre-study
The main problem described in the introduction chapter was divided into several questions
that should be answered before design and implementation of an application could begin.
These questions were addressed during the first sprint. The following subchapters will cover
each of these questions.

4.1

PESQ

One question to answer in this thesis was whether it is possible or not to do PESQ calculations
on a modern smartphone during a time span acceptable. It was decided quite early in the process that the reference implementation of the PESQ algorithm, provided by ITU-T, should be
used instead of trying to do a new implementation, see reference [14]. That decision was
motivated by the fact that it would be like reinventing the wheel to develop the module again
when a working version already existed. However the reference implementation is written in
the programming language C and the default language for Android application programming
is Java. The way to solve that problem was to use an additional development kit provided by
Google besides the SDK called Android NDK (Native Development Kit), see reference [15].
The NDK makes it possible to integrate C/C++ code in a Java application by using JNI (Java
Native Interface).
To answer the question if it was possible to perform PESQ calculations on a smartphone it
was decided to simply try it out on a real device. In order to do that some basic studies about
the NDK was done and then the reference PESQ implementation was integrated into an
Android application. This test application and some audio samples with a length of eight
seconds were installed on a HTC Desire (which is an Android device) and a test run showed
that execution of the PESQ algorithm took about twelve seconds to complete. The result was
considered to be acceptable (especially with the assumption that a newer device would perform the task faster – the HTC Desire had at the time after all been on the market for two
years). With this conclusion drawn, the PESQ investigation during the pre-study phase was
considered done.

4.2

Investigation of call recording and injecting possibilities

Another big part of the pre-study sprint was to analyze if it was possible to inject a recorded
audio sample into a phone call in one end and to record the call in the other end.
4.2.1
Available APIs
The research started with an investigation about which APIs for audio playback and recording
that were available in the Android SDK. The investigation showed that the SDK was providing two different APIs for recording (MediaRecorder and AudioRecord) and two for playback
(MediaPlayer and AudioTrack), see references [16-19]. The first ones (MediaRecorder and
MediaPlayer) were easier to work with, but possibilities for the user to tweak the output/input
were restricted. E.g., the output of MediaRecorder was a compressed audio file (raw data file
was not an option). On the other hand AudioRecord and AudioTrack were a little trickier to
work with but left more options to the user. E.g., with AudioRecord it was required to provide
sample rate and bit depth, which was not possible with MediaRecorder. AudioRecord
produced and AudioTrack consumed raw PCM (Pulse-code modulation) data streams instead
of audio files in a specific file format. PCM is a digital representation of analog signals.
Because of the fact that the final application should measure the speech quality in the network
it was of big importance that the application would work with audio that had been modified as
11

little as possible. Hence the decision was to use AudioRecord and AudioTrack rather than
MediaRecorder and MediaPlayer.
Before initiating a recoding or playback it was necessary to tell the APIs which stream type
that should be recorded or to which stream the sound should be played. For recording there
are audio source types called VOICE_CALL, VOICE_DOWNLINK and VOICE_UPLINK,
see reference [20]. And for playback there is a stream type called STREAM_VOICE_CALL,
see reference [21]. With this investigation done the theory pointed in a direction that it should
be possible to both record calls and inject audio into calls.
Even though Android is one operating system, smartphones running Android differs from
each other due the fact that they are available from different manufacturers and in different
price ranges. The smartphone manufacturers use different hardware and often make customizations to the software, which implies that things do not have to behave exactly the same on
different terminals even though they are running the same operating system. With this in mind
the next step of the analysis was to test recording and audio injection on real devices.
4.2.2
Devices used for testing
In the beginning of the pre-study a HTC Desire and a Google Nexus S were available for
testing, and it was found that they behaved differently. For example, the HTC Desire was only
recording from the microphone when told to record the voice call stream, while the Nexus S
provided a log message telling that the action was not supported. After understanding that
different devices behaved differently, the next step was to analyze more devices.
It was decided that Sony Ericsson Xperia X10 Mini Pro, Sony Ericsson Xperia Ray and
Google Galaxy Nexus should be used for further investigations. The Sony Ericsson phones
were selected because it was known at Ericsson that it was possible to record calls on some
Sony Ericsson models. Google Galaxy Nexus was decided to be used because this phone was
considered to be one of the best Android phones available at the time. Besides this, an
assumption can be made that a Google phone would have a minimum of manufacturer specific modifications to the Android operating system, which was in this case considered to be a
good thing.
4.2.3
Recording a phone call
When it comes to call recording ability the testing showed that the Sony Ericsson phones
available indeed could record phone calls, but not the downlink alone. Both the sources
VOICE_DOWNLINK and VOICE_CALL were recording the same thing, which are both the
uplink/microphone and the downlink part of the call. At this point this was good enough for
the recording ability, but it was noted that microphone needed to be muted/disabled in the
future in order to be able to only record the downlink as required.
The Google Galaxy Nexus behaved precisely as Google Nexus S, which was that it provided a
log message saying that the audio source was not supported. It was remarkable that the pure
Google phones did not implement this feature even though it was present in the Android SDK
(which is provided by Google). To their defense the Google phones did actually provide a log
message that the audio source was not supported in contrast to the HTC phone that behaved
like the source was supported, but did only record from the microphone.
The conclusion that different terminals behaved in different ways led to the question why this
is so and where the limitation is. To try answering these questions an investigation of the
Android source code was started. As mentioned in the background chapter (3.3.1) the source
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code of Android is open source and can be downloaded using source control system Git, see
reference [22]. The source code investigation was focused on Android version 2.3 and 4.0, the
reason for this was that 2.3 was the most widely spread and 4.0 the newest version at the time.
The AudioRecord class in the SDK itself is implemented in Java (as all classes in the Android
SDK), but the important aspects of the recording functionality were found to be passed further
down to lower level components that are implemented in C++ code. There is one source file
(platform/frameworks/base/core/jni/android_media_AudioRecord.cpp) which contains a number of functions that the Java API makes use of. These functions initiate and maintain an
object of a C++ AudioRecord (platform/frameworks/base/media/libmedia/AudioRecord.cpp).
When a recording is initiated the C++ AudioRecord tries to fetch a reference to the requested
input source (from getInput method in platform/frameworks/base/media/AudioSystem.cpp),
and it is when this fails that the log message mentioned above is written for the Google Nexus
phones. This is in contrast to the HTC Desire that did find a record source, even though this
was not the requested source (microphone instead of voice call stream).
The interesting part if you want to understand where the limitation is located is to have a look
at what is happening when the getInput of AudioSystem.cpp is called. What happens in form
of communication between different classes and modules of the underlying system is quite
complex. The request will end up in a getInput method in a class called AudioPolicyInterface
(which is defined in platform/hardware/libhardware_legacy/include/hardware_legacy/Audio
PolicyInterface.h). Comments in the header file for that class (and classes derived from that
class - platform/hardware/libhardware_legacy/include/hardware_legacy/AudioPolicyManager
Base.h) state that this and one other class defines the communication between the platform
specific audio policy manager and the generic one in the Android system. The comments also
say that the method defined in these classes must be implemented by each platform vendor,
and this implementation must be provided as three different shared libraries (libaudio.so,
libaudioflinger.so and libaudiopolicy.so).
The conclusion of this is that the developers at the different vendors have made different decisions when it comes to implementation of these interfaces; Sony Ericsson has chosen to return
a reference to voice call stream as expected, while HTC returns a reference to the microphone
and Google/Samsung returns an error code.
4.2.4
Injecting audio in a phone call
As mention earlier, the documentation about the SDK indicates that AudioTrack could be
used to inject sound into a call. But there were suspicions that this was not the case in the
reality. This was based on the fact that no reference to existing projects could be found that
used this feature when a first brief research was performed. The source code of AudioTrack
leads back to the same pre-compiled vendor specific libraries as for AudioRecord, so no real
hints of what was really happening was present.
To verify how this functionality behaved in reality, tests on real devices were performed.
These showed that the devices from Sony Ericsson and HTC clearly were directing the sound
to the ear speaker, which is the front speaker used when calling, instead of directly into the
voice call stream. But with the Google phones the sound really seemed to be directed both to
the ear speaker and into the phone call. In the end of the pre-study sprint no solution to disable
the microphone had been found, therefore it was hard to know if the audio was injected into
the call or if the microphone was picking up sound from the ear speaker. At the moment the
assumption was that the sound actually was injected into the voice call stream at the Google
phones. This was based on the fact that the sound was both loud and clear in the receiving end
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of the call. Later on, in the following sprints when the microphone could be disabled, this
assumption was found to be wrong (read more about this in chapter 5.4.2).

4.3

Automatically start and answer calls

One of the tasks during this first sprint was to verify that Android supplies the functionality to
programmatically start an outgoing call and to automatically answer incoming calls.
The task to initiate a call turned out to be quite easy. It was just a matter of creating a new
Intent (read more about Intents in chapter 3.3.3) with the ACTION_CALL as action and the
number to call as an extra parameter, see reference [12]. The Intent is sent to the system which
will start the phone application and initiate the call to the provided number.
When a call is initiated on one terminal it needs to be answered on the other side. The analysis
showed that this was a little bit more complicated since no standard solutions for this problem
were available in the Android SDK. The solution was to simulate a push on the answering
button of a headset. This is done by broadcasting the same Intent to the system as a headset
would do when the answering button is pressed. That is an Intent with the action
ACTION_MEDIA_BUTTON that indicates that a button is pressed and an extra value indicating that it was a headset button (KEYCODE_HEADSETHOOK), see reference [23].

4.4

Use cases of the final application

Besides the already mentioned tasks, the pre-study did also contain the task to collect more
information about what wishes there were about the user interface. Possible future users of the
application were consulted, which led to the conclusion that two different use cases would be
possible; one where the application is used as a standalone application with human interaction, and another where the application is used on a larger number of terminals simultaneously
and is controlled through a remote centralized system. It was decided that the application
should have a GUI (Graphical User Interface) for the standalone use case and that an API
should be provided so that the application later could be integrated into an existing framework
for remote control of smartphones.

4.5

Conclusion of the pre-study sprint

At the end of the pre-study sprint no absolute solution had been found for recording and
injecting audio into a voice call. Even though the assumption for the moment was that injecting could be done on the Google phones these terminals could not record calls. Whilst the
terminal that could record a call could definitely not inject audio into calls. So the answer to
the first part of the problem description (“Analyze if existing smartphones could be used to
send, receive speech and calculate the speech quality”) had to be that it was not possible with
the resources and knowledge available at the time and place, at least not on the same terminal.
The decision at the end of the sprint was to despite these problems still move forward
according to the original plan (which was to develop an Android application for speech quality measurements using the PESQ algorithm) knowing that the application would probably not
work as expected in the end of the thesis. The motivation for this decision was that even if the
application would not work as expected in the end it would be a proof of concept on how an
application of this kind could look. The application would also be a good foundation for
future improvements; more about this is discussed in the discussion chapter (7.1).
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5. Design and implementation
After the pre-study sprint, two other sprints were planned for design and implementation of
the application. The intention of the first sprint was to deal with the overall software design of
the application including defining the interface for external use (integration in other applications). The other one was focused on the implementation part where the designed modules
were supposed to be implemented and combined to make up the final application. The work in
these two sprints is covered in this chapter.

5.1

Application workflow

Table 1 presents in which order the application performs its tasks, and how the work is distributed on the two terminals involved in a PESQ evaluation.
Terminal 1
1. Start a call
2. Record call

Terminal 2

3. Answer the call
4. Inject audio

5. End call
6. Stop recording
7. Synchronize and split
8. Perform PESQ evaluations
9. Present result
Table 1 Application workflow

5.2

System Overview

Figure 5 shows the architectural design of the application, demonstrating how modules interact with each other. In the rest of this chapter the functionality of main parts will be investigated, this includes sorting out which utility modules they cooperate with. Utility modules
themselves will be treated in detail in the upcoming chapters.

Figure 5 System overview
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5.2.1
ServiceCommunicator
The ServiceCommunicator module is the application entry point from external sources; hence
all communication with the application from the outside is routed through this module. When
the application is used in field by a person, this person communicates indirectly with
ServiceCommunicator through an API. This is the same API that is used when other applications should interact with the app, which is shown in the picture above. ServiceCommunicator
is the module which is bound (Android mechanism previously described in chapter 3.3.4) to
AssistantService and OutgoingCallService and mainly acts as an intermediary between the
user/external application and the module working to satisfy the actual request.
5.2.2
AssistantService
AssistantService is responsible for satisfying requests to retrieve results from previous PESQevaluations as well as change settings in the application. The settings that can be changed are
the reference audio file, the synchronization pulse file, the file with split up definitions, the
sample rate to be used and the listen mode. Listen mode indicates whether or not the application should automatically answer incoming calls and start injecting audio in the answered call.
That is, if it should be terminal 2 in table 1. The AssistantService does also provide functionality to list files available in the application directory for the different settings (e.g., list all
reference audio files available).
5.2.3
OutgoingCallService
OutgoingCallService is responsible for the workflow, on terminal 1 (see table 1), when a
call/PESQ evaluation should be performed. It makes sure that a recording is started when a
call is initiated from within the application.
As a first step when a PESQ evaluation should be started it asks PhoneHelper to maximize the
call volume and perform a call to the phone number supplied by the user. Then the next step is
to ask AudioHelper to start a recording, this recording is later referred to as degraded audio,
the recording will stop when the phone call is ended. When the recording is finished the work
flow continues with delegation of work to the SyncAndSplit module (more firmly discussed
in 5.3.1) which synchronizes and divides both the reference and degraded audio into smaller
audio fragments. When this work is finished the next step is the actual PESQ evaluation itself,
where each fragment is evaluated using the PESQ algorithm.
Lastly when all fragments have been evaluated the result file, created by the PESQ implementation, are copied into a specific directory for this evaluation round, named by the
timestamp when the recording was finished.
5.2.4
IncomingCallService
The last of the application’s main modules is IncomingCallService, which is responsible for
the work flow on the receiving end of the call. There is a Broadcast receiver present, reacting
on phone state changes. If the phone state changes from idle to ringing and the listen mode
flag is set to true, than the IncomingCallService is started. The first step performed is the
answering itself, this is something IncomingCallService delegates to PhoneHelper.
PhoneHelper is also the executor of the next two upcoming tasks. This consists of maximizing
the call volume and muting the microphone. Then the main event is taken place where
IncomingCallService asks AudioHelper to inject sound in the incoming call. When this is finished and control is returned to IncomingCallService all it does is asking PhoneHelper to end
the call.
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5.3

Integration of PESQ

5.3.1
Synchronization and split
As mentioned in the theory chapter (3.1) the PESQ algorithm is optimized for shorter audio
samples than normally used, and therefore one thing that needs to be done before the audio
sample are passed to the algorithm is to split it up into several shorter samples. In order to
solve this problem, source code of an already existing internal Ericsson PC program that does
this was studied. The parts that were interesting were the code that found the synchronization
pulse and the code for file splitting according to timestamps specified in a specific format.
Code for these two tasks was brought into the mobile application project from the existing PC
program with some modifications. It was found that some adjustments could be done in order
the decrease the execution time, this mostly involved the number of read and write operations
that were made to the external storage.
The synchronization and file splitting functionality were merged into an entity called
SyncAndSplit. The application provides this entity with the audio file to split up, the synchronization pulse file and the file that specifies where the file should be split up.
5.3.2
PESQ algorithm
The key part of the application is of course the PESQ algorithm itself. As can be read in the
pre-study chapter the C implementation of the algorithm provided by ITU-T was chosen to be
used, and that the Android NDK would be used in order to integrate the C code into the Java
project. What has been done in this case is that a Java wrapper has been put around the C
implementation using JNI, so while the PESQ algorithm remains implemented in C it is still
possible to call it from Java code. This implementation takes among other things two file
paths as arguments and performs PESQ evaluation on these files. Between the nearly untouched (path for result file placement have been modified to fit into the Android system,
results are stored on the external storage) ITU-T implementation and the Java code that wants
to communicate with this C code, an intermediary has been placed. This intermediary has one
simple task; perform a translation between a Java string array into a C-string array. This array
is passed from the Java code in order to be able to supply the command line arguments that
the PESQ implementation expects from Java code. The implementation that ITU-T supplies
are able to work with both .wav files (with 44 byte header), that it automatically skips, as well
as raw audio data files (that is an audio file without any headers), see reference [14].
5.3.3
Obtain PESQ results
After the PESQ implementation has finished its evaluation the result is appended to a text file.
When the evaluation of all audio fragments that are part of a particular recording are finished
this text file is copied into the result directory for the evaluation round. This very same directory also contains another subdirectory where the audio fragments produced by the
SyncAndSplit entity in a prior state can be found for later revision. There is also an ability to
create a zip file of this result directory as well as share it with other devices via Bluetooth.

5.4

Recording and injecting sound in a phone call

AudioHelper is an utility module in the application supplying functionality to record an incoming phone call as well as injecting audio into an ongoing call. It also exploits audio file
interaction using dedicated raw or .wav readers and writers.
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5.4.1
Recording a phone call
As previously discussed in the analysis chapter a decision was made to use Android’s
AudioRecord class to perform phone call recording. The AudioRecord class is instantiated in
a dedicated recording entity of the application. In the instantiation phase, most importantly a
stream to use as recording source is decided (stream choice discussion can be found in prestudy chapter, 4.2.1) as well as what sample rate to use when recording. During the recording
phase the recording entity polls audio data from the AudioRecord object and stores it. Polling
of audio data is performed continuously until the call is ended. After the recording is finished
the recorded audio is written to a file. This is done by asking a factory entity (described at the
end of this chapter) to create an audio file writer with which it creates the file.
After the recording had been implemented and some testing was performed to verify that
recording worked as expected a new problem rose to the surface. The volume of the recorded
audio was very low, too low to be used together with the PESQ algorithm in order to receive
results which could be considered trustworthy. This is discussed more in the discussion chapter (7.1).
5.4.2
Injecting audio in a phone call
In the other end of an ongoing phone call, that is the non-recording end, AudioHelper supplies
functionality to inject sound in a call. As earlier discussed during the pre-study chapter (4.2.4)
injecting sound is implemented in AudioHelper using Android’s AudioTrack class. An
AudioTrack object is in similarity to the previously discussed AudioRecord object instantiated
with which stream it should perform playback to. In contrary to the recording entity the factory entity is asked to supply a file reader (selection of appropriate reader is explained in the
next subchapter) which it uses to retrieve the audio data from the file.
During the pre-study phase it was, as previously stated, believed that injecting audio into a
phone call was possible, however after microphone muting functionality was built into the
application this was proved to be wrong. Obviously the Google phone had been picking up the
sound from its own ear speaker. Read more about this in the discussion chapter (7.1).
5.4.3
Reading and Writing files
As mentioned earlier in this chapter the file reader and writer functionality of the application
is supplied by a factory entity. When it comes to readers the application is at the end of this
thesis left in a state where it can read both .wav files as well as raw audio files. The factory
instantiates a file reader depending on the file extension of the file it is about to read, which
means a file with the extension .wav will result in a reader for .wav files being instantiated
and likewise with the extension .raw a reader able to read raw audio files will be instantiated.
When it comes to writing, an implementation can be found both for writing .raw and .wav
files but the application that was the outcome of this thesis only uses the raw format internally
when is needs to write a file. That is, a file writer for raw files will be instantiated no matter
what in the current version of the application. The .wav writer implementation is left for a
future version to use.

5.5

Phone related utilities

The utility module that supplies functionality to the application to initiate a new call, answer
incoming calls, hang up calls, maximize the volume of the call and lastly mute the microphone of the device is called PhoneHelper.
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5.5.1
Start and answer calls
The functionality to initiate and answer calls was discussed, and a solution was tested out,
during the pre-study sprint (read more in chapter 4.3). During the implementation sprint the
code from the pre-study was just integrated into the main project and no more modifications
were made.
5.5.2
End phone calls
During the implementation phase a demand for functionality previously unanticipated
appeared. This demand appeared when trying to figure out how the recording end of a call
should be able to know when to stop recording. This was solved by taking advantage of
information held by the injecting end. Since it knows when it has finished its playback and
therefore when a recording should stop, it was extended with the functionality to automatically hang up the call when it is done. After this it was just a matter of letting the recording
end react on phone state changes, identifying that a call had ended and as an effect stop the
ongoing recording.
However functionality to hang up an ongoing call without user interaction was found not to be
as easy as one initially could think. The first thing done was to look into the Android SDK to
find out if there existed some functionality to perform something like this. As discussed in the
pre-study chapter (4.3) about how to answer incoming calls there is a possibility to use the
same technique, according to the documentation. It states that the same keycode
(KEYCODE_HEADSETHOOK) can be used to end calls, see reference [23]. When tested it
was found not to work as expected and not in a unified way on different terminals, therefore
the hunt for clues to attack this problem continued.
It ended up in that an interface in the source code of Android named ITelephony was found.
This interface is mainly used internally from Android’s TelephonyManager but
TelephonyManager does not provide any functionality through the API to interact with the
terminal in the sense of ending an ongoing call, see reference [24]. However with the ability
to use the ITelephony interface directly in the application it will be able to end calls. In order
for this to become reality, there were a couple of problems that had to be solved.
The first problem is that ITelephony is located in a package (com.android.internal.telephony)
whose .class files are not available in the SDK (but is available on real devices), secondly the
usage of classes in this package is forbidden by the ADT and lastly the getITelephony method
in TelephonyManager is a private method (which means that it normally is not accessible
from outside its own class). In order to solve these problems some workarounds needed to be
done.
The practical meaning of ITelephony not being available in the SDK and forbidden by the
ADT is the appearance of errors when trying to compile code that are using this interface. In
order for ITelephony (and other classes in the com.android.internal.telephony package) to be
used all .class files from the package need to be incorporated into the .jar file used by the SDK
for definitions of Android classes. These .class files are easiest retrieved from the equivalent
.jar file used by the Android emulator at runtime. The approach is to extract the .class file
from the .jar file of the emulator and copy them into the .jar file referenced by the SDK. The
.jar file of the emulator can be uncompressed using a zip unpacking tool because of the fact
that a .jar file is a .zip file in disguise. By changing the file extension of the .jar file to .zip this
file can be extracted, see reference [25]. After extracted the .class files desired is located in a
file called classes.dex. This file can be converted to .jar format and then uncompressed, using
the same technique as above, to retrieve all .class files used on the emulator at runtime. These
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.class files are then copied into a folder which is an uncompressed version of the SDK referenced .jar file. As a final step this folder is compressed and converted to a .jar file (reverse
procedure as when extracting a .jar file). This file is then supposed to replace the SDK referenced .jar file of the platform (preferably a custom one) where the internal classes should be
used. When all this is completed ITelephony is available in the SDK when the platform with
the custom .jar file is used but the usage of ITelephony is still restricted by an access rule in
the ADT.
The restriction problem in the ADT can be solved using a workaround, in theory a pretty easy
one, simply removing the constraint from the ADT. The workaround consists of modifying a
.class file in the ADT .jar file. In the plugin directory of Eclipse there is a file named
com.android.ide.eclipse.adt_*,jar (the star corresponds to a version number). This file can be
uncompressed, as mentioned in the paragraph above using a zip unpacking tool. The uncompressed directory contains a subdirectory com/android/ide/eclipse/adt/internal/project where a
file named AndroidClasspathContainerInitializer.class can be found. In this file there exists a
string “com/android/internal/*” by changing this string to “com/android/internax/*” the constraint for classes in com.android.internal is removed since the restriction now appeals to
classes in the package com.android.internax (which does not exist). Finally to make this work
in Eclipse the changes should be saved and the reversed procedure performed as when unpacking in order to retrieve a .jar file. This file should replace the original one in the Eclipse
plugin directory, after this the procedure is completed. Eclipse will when started recognize
ITelephony and other types residing in the com.android.internal package.
But this is not the end of the road for this specific usage. As stated earlier there is still an
obstacle left, retrieving the ITelephony interface requires invoking the private method
getITelephony. A private method is under normal circumstances not possible to invoke externally, but using Java reflection the normal behavior is superseeded. More practically it is done
by using the java.reflect.Method class and an inherited method, setAccessible which specifies
whether the access checking in Java should be suppressed or not, see references [26-27].
Using the above mentioned techniques the possibility to use ITelephony’s endCall method to
end calls was built into AudioHelper.
5.5.3
Volume adjustment of a certain stream
In order to make sure that the same playback volume is always used when injecting audio into
a call, a method to set the volume was implemented. This method will be called in the beginning of each call and will maximize the volume of the audio stream used. Adjusting the volume of specific audio streams in Android is done by invoking the adjustStreamVolume
method on an AudioManager object which can be retrieved from the system, see reference
[21].
5.5.4
Microphone muting
The fact that the call recording solution that was found recorded both the uplink and the
downlink of the call, a solution for muting the uplink, that is the microphone, had to be found.
There is a method in AudioManager that providing the ability to mute the microphone, see
reference [21]. However, it was found when testing this out that this method did not always
work during a call, so some workaround had to be found. This was done by broadcasting an
ACTION_HEADSET_PLUG Intent with some extra values attached to it, see reference [12].
First of these values is the state, which indicates whether a headset is plugged in or removed.
The second value is a name of the headset (a human readable string) and the last whether or
not the headset has a microphone. In the case of this application, an Intent indicating a plug-in
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of a headset (with a microphone) is sent to the system in order to mute the microphone. This
way the device reroutes the audio streams for microphone and speaker from the built-in ones
to the ones of a simulated wired headset, which does not exist. Hence the simulated microphone will be used; the behavior will be similar to if the microphone was muted, that is
because the simulated microphone does not have the ability to pick up any sound. In order to
un-mute the microphone there is a question of sending a similar Intent as described above
instead telling the system that the non-existing headset is removed.

5.6

User interface

5.6.1
Graphical user interface
When designing the GUI for the application influences from a guide (an Ericsson internal
document) about software design for Ericsson software has been incorporated into the application in order for it to some extent look like it is an Ericsson product. This was done both
because it feels more like a solid application when some thoughts behind the GUI can be
found as well as it does in some sense reflect the work that have been spent on the inside of
this application. Some parts of the graphical interface are presented in form of screenshots
below, see figure 6-11.

Figure 6 Startup screen

Figure 7 Initiate call

Figure 8 Settings
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Figure 9 Result list

Figure 10 Result details

Figure 11 Progress notification

The user interface in the figures above was not optimal to use with a device with smaller
screen (as the Sony Ericsson Xperia X10 Mini Pro), therefore some of the Activities were
developed in a smaller version as well. Some examples are shown in the figure 12-14.

Figure 12 Initiate call

Figure 13 Result details

Figure 14 Result details dialog

5.6.2
External API
As previously stated (chapter 4.4) there was a request to be able to control this application
from another application. This is solved with ServiceCommunicator which is responsible to
bind to the Services in the application that performs the actual work. Since all applications in
Android live in a sandbox environment and executed (by default) in its own process in order
to send request to the application from an external source, IPC (Interprocess communication)
needs to be performed. This is solved using Androids built-in framework for message passing
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using Messengers (an extension of a handler, which can retrieve and handle incoming
messages) and Messages which is a wrapper for arbitrary data together with a description, see
reference [28-29]. This description exists so that the receiver can find out what an incoming
message is about. In the case of this application an internal class representing the message
types has been created. These types correspond to a unique integer in order for the receivers
(AssistantService and OutgoingCallService) to be able to process particular message content
in the correct way.
The external API is provided as a .jar file, which makes it easy to import and integrate it into
other Android applications. The requirement for this API to work is that the full application is
installed on the same terminal.

5.7

Organization of application files

The application uses a number of files, and also creates files as result of a PESQ evaluation.
This subchapter describes the directory structure that the application expects to the present on
the external storage.
The following directories should be present.


referenceAudio – This is where reference audio files are placed.



syncAudio – This is where audio files with the synchronization pulse are placed.



timFiles – This is where files defining the position for the split up process are placed.



results – One subdirectory for each evaluation round will be created in this directory.
When a round is finished the full recording, the audio fragments of the recording and the
PESQ result in form of a text file will be found here.

These paths are defined as static values in one place in the source code of the application,
which makes it easy to change the path in future versions.
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6. Testing
When developing an application in larger scale, complexity can pretty fast grow outside the
scope of what an individual person easily can grasp. This will most certainly lead to an environment where errors easily can appear. To correct such errors testing tools and techniques are
important instruments. Testing is integrated into the Android framework with which an application can be tested in an automated way using unit tests, see reference [30]. The testing
framework of Android is based on the well-known JUnit framework, with extensions made to
provide test case classes whom are specific to the components of Android. E.g. specific tests
for Activity responses can be written, allowing a developer to control Activities outside a
normal application life cycle, see reference [31]. This can used in order to verify that an
Activity is constructed and deconstructed in the right way.
In some sense this application has touched a complexity level where errors easily can be
introduced. At the same time as some of these errors perhaps could have been avoided using a
more structured testing method, this would probably have led to consumption of important
time, which was needed to implement key functionality to the application itself. With the lack
of testing experience a decision was made that in the time scope of this thesis, the loss of time
that comes with starting fresh, learning unit testing and setting up proper tests would not have
been compensated for with the gain of performing unit test in this particular project. Even
though there has not been any testing like unit tests, every module that was implemented in
the project has been tested manually. Some of the key functionalities even have been tested
separately in order to isolate the code as much as possible for testing before finally being integrated in the project.
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7. Discussion and conclusions
7.1

Discussion

7.1.1
General
At the end of this thesis the application itself is left in state where not all question marks have
been straightened out. This has to do with that some key functionalities of the application
have not been implemented in a satisfying way. The most problematic areas before, during
and as it seems also afterwards, are the possibility to record a phone call as well as inject
audio in an ongoing call. These problems were addressed during the first pre-study sprint. The
outcome of this sprint was that for neither recording nor injecting a solid general solution had
been found.
The choices at that moment were to either to dedicate the rest of the thesis to trying to solve
these problems and discard the plans to develop the actual application, or to continue as
planned which would result in an application not working in the expected way. A third alternative would have been to formulate a completely new problem suitable to be solved during a
thesis.
The opinion at the moment was that it would probably not be possible to solve the problems
with the resources and knowledge available. One possible solution was to try to modify the
Android system on lower level, and basically define and implement new audio policies, or
something equivalent. But this would require much more deep knowledge about how to
develop drivers for the lower level part of the system (the Linux kernel) and of course about
the hardware that what was present. Another possible solution was to try and team up with
some smartphone manufacturers and try to get modified audio policy libraries and/or modified
hardware components that way. Even though this might be possible, Ericsson already has
good relationships with different manufacturers, it would probably consume more time than
available for the thesis. The decision was therefore to stick with the original plan and start
developing the application itself, which would have the downside that recording and injecting
would not work in a satisfying way.
7.1.2
Recording ability
The problem with recording on the Sony Ericsson devices was that the audio volume was too
low, in order to be able to prove that the application was working in some way, some additional code could be added to amplify the signal digitally. This can be done by multiplying
each sample, which will result in a higher volume. Obviously this is not preferred since we
want to perform evaluations on audio that has not been modified in any way.
One notable thing was that the volume became much higher if the simpler API for recording,
MediaRecorder, was chosen. This API however could not be used since it produced audio in
an encoded format, and the PESQ algorithm consumes raw PCM data. The encoded data
could of course have been decoded, but this would probably result in loss of data, so this was
not really an option for a final application. The reason behind the volume difference with
AudioRecord and MediaRecorder could not be identified. One might speculate in that the different APIs fetch the audio stream in different stages after the audio is received by the phone
(some amplifying might already have been done in the MediaRecorder case).
It is of course hard to know the reason why some models would not provide any recording
ability at all. It might be an effect of phone call recording being illegal in some countries.
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Another reason might be that it could be less expensive to produce chips where the application processor does not have access to the baseband processor.
7.1.3
Injecting ability
The injecting ability was not found to be present in any devices at all. It is kind of strange that
it is available in the SDK meanwhile our investigation indicates that no phones seem to support it. It might of course be phones out there that support this functionality, only a handful of
devices were tested in this thesis, but the investigation points in a direction of the opposite.
The reason why this functionality is not found in the phone might be that not many commercial applications would use this functionality, and therefore the manufacturers do not provide
it. However, one application idea could be to develop your own answering machine where this
kind of functionality would be needed. This kind of functionality might not be desirable by
the network operators because they make money by supplying this to the customers.
One possible solution that has been discussed, but not implemented, during the thesis is to try
to simulate a Bluetooth headset. The idea is based on the fact that sound can be injected in a
phone call through a Bluetooth headset (it has been tested to inject sound from a computer
with Bluetooth connection with successful results). If it would be possible to simulate the
Bluetooth headset on the phone it might be possible to play audio to that simulated headset
and just loop the sound back into the call.

7.2

Conclusions

When the thesis work started there were two goals, one was to analyze if it was possible to
perform PESQ evaluations on a smart phone, and the second was, if the first was found possible, to develop an application for this purpose.
When it comes to the first goal, the conclusion is that the PESQ calculation itself indeed can
be performed on a smartphone. However, to be able to perform the speech quality analysis on
a smartphone there are some problems. With the devices present for testing no solution for
injecting sound into a phone call was found. Recording was found possible on some devices
but the characteristics of the recorded audio were not completely satisfying.
Even though not all parts of the first goal were found possible, an application was developed.
The application has been implemented to follow the workflow presented in chapter 5.1. All
functionality has been implemented successfully with the exception that recording and injecting do not work as desired. The application can be controlled through a graphical interface
that is built into the application or from another application through an API.

7.3

Future work

The problems regarding recording and injecting are left to be more closely investigated in the
future. This could be done, as discussed above, by initiating collaboration with some phone
manufacturers and/or developing own device drivers. One solution might also be to investigate the simulation of a Bluetooth headset discussed in chapter 7.1.
The application has been prepared to be integrated in an already existing remote controlling
framework in the sense that an API is provided. A future work would be to do the actual integration.
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Even though PESQ is the algorithm that is used widely today, its successor POLQA is already
present, see reference [32]. A future work would be to enhance the application with the ability
to use POLQA or some other future algorithm.
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8. Reflection of the process
It has been told before in chapter 2.2 that the actual work that this report reflects was distributed on three different sprints. After each of these sprints a meeting was held to reflect on how
the work had progressed during the sprint. The purpose of these meetings was, in similarity to
what Scrum suggests, to identify areas where our Scrum process could be evolved to the
better. What came up during these meetings will be covered in the following three subchapters.

8.1

Sprint 1

When the fundamental ideas behind Scrum were covered in chapter 2.1 it was told that a daily
meeting, often referred to as a stand-up meeting, should be held for synchronization purposes.
The reflection meeting after the first sprint showed that these meetings had been easily forgotten about; this had probably to do with the fact that only three persons were involved in
this Scrum process. It easily ended up in that questions that arose when working were discussed instantly, which is something that is only possible when a small number of people are
involved. If the fundamental thought about team size (around seven persons) would have been
followed this would very likely not have worked out. Even before starting the first sprint we
were aware of the fact that our Scrum process would become a special case, partly because
our team was smaller than suggested and also because we were trying to integrate this way of
working in an organization which were not following Scrum at the time.
Another thing that had not been working in a satisfying way was that the estimated time for
each PBI had not been lowered each day. This was found to probably be related to the fact
that some PBIs were hard to work with completely isolated from the other PBIs. We also had
some difficulties to estimate remaining time of some PBIs before they were completed.
Lastly, Scrum talks about a tool called burndown chart that is used to keep track of the progress and to visualize whether the project is following the schedule or not. We decided before
the first sprint was started not to use a burndown chart. If the decision would have been
another than we probably would have been forced to estimate remaining time in order to be
able to update the chart.
Another lesson learned was that the process of obtaining phones and SIM-cards to experiment
with should have been initiated earlier than it was. In our case this process was started a little
late which lead to the fact that our time was not utilized in the best way at all times. Some
things ended up in a state where they could not be continued until some phones were
retrieved.
The conclusions reached were that a time should be set when the daily meeting should be
held. The best solution for future sprints was that it probably should be the first thing to be
done each morning. As for the burndown chart our thoughts remained the same as before the
sprint, which was that the chart probably would not have been worth the trouble. You could
easily get an overview of how the work progressed due to the fact that there were few PBIs
each sprint and it were only two people working with those.

8.2

Sprint 2

The second reflection meeting showed that improvements had been made when it came to
each morning having the daily meeting and lower the estimated time as the work progressed.
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However, a few days the meeting with our product owner (and supervisor) was skipped due to
collisions with other meetings. But we kept a meeting those days as well, not always in the
morning but at least before lunch.
During this sprint another issue came up, PBIs that had been checked out were not always
assigned a person that was responsible. This is probably a consequence of the fact that we
often more or less were programming together (one of the principles of extreme programming), which is not to consider a negative thing. With a small team of two people the responsibility of a PBI was considered to easily be shared between us without a name being put on
each PBI after check-out.
In the last and upcoming sprint, during which our supervisor (and product owner) was away
almost the whole sprint, an assumption was made that it would be easier to have the daily
meetings. But at the same time it was of less importance that those were held every morning.
As a whole the work during the second sprint had been going as planned.

8.3

Sprint 3

In the last of the sprints the responsibility were clearly divided, one of us was responsible for
the user interface and the other for functionality in the background. While working with background functionality it was hard to reference the work to one particular PBI. As stated earlier
a synchronizing meeting was not held every morning during this sprint either, but it was never
a real problem.
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